In the primate visual system, areas V1 and V2 distribute information they receive from the retina to all higher cortical areas, sorting this information into dorsal and ventral streams. Therefore, knowledge of the organization of projections between V1 and V2 is crucial to understand how the cortex processes visual information. In primates, parallel output pathways from V1 project to distinct V2 stripes. The traditional tripartite division of V1-to-V2 projections was recently replaced by a bipartite scheme, in which thin stripes receive V1 inputs from blob columns, and thick and pale stripes receive common input from interblob columns. Here, we demonstrate that thick and pale stripes, instead, receive spatially segregated V1 inputs and that the interblob is partitioned into two compartments: the middle of the interblob projecting to pale stripes and the blob/interblob border region projecting to thick stripes. Double-labeling experiments further demonstrate that V1 cells project to either thick or pale stripes, but rarely to both. We also find laminar specialization of V1 outputs, with layer 4B contributing projections mainly to thick stripes, and no projections to one set of pale stripes. These laminar differences suggest different contribution of magno, parvo, and konio inputs to each V1 output pathway. These results provide a new foundation for parallel processing models of the visual system by demonstrating four V1-to-V2 pathways: blob columns-to-thin stripes, blob/interblob border columns-to-thick stripes, interblob columns-to-pale lateral stripes, layer 2/3-4A interblobs-to-pale medial stripes.
Introduction
The primate primary visual cortex (V1) sends most of its output to area V2 in the form of multiple functionally specialized pathways, which segregate into distinct V2 modules [the thick, thin, and pale cytochrome oxidase (CO) stripes]. Livingstone and Hubel (1984 , 1987 first proposed three parallel V1-to-V2 pathways, for the processing of color, form, and motion/stereopsis, respectively: (1) layer 2/3 CO blobs to thin stripes, (2) layer 2/3 interblobs to pale stripes, and (3) layer 4B to thick stripes ( Fig.  1 A) . Recently, Sincich and Horton (2002) revised this model. Based on qualitative observations, they proposed that all stripe types receive inputs from the same V1 layers (2/3, 4A, 4B, 5/6) and that their V1 input is tangentially segregated into only two pathways: (1) CO blob columns to thin stripes, (2) interblob columns to pale and thick stripes (Fig. 1 B) .
However, several observations suggest that pale and thick stripes may instead receive segregated V1 inputs. First, beyond V2 visual information is processed into two functionally specialized streams, a dorsal stream for spatial vision and a ventral stream for object vision (DeYoe and Van Essen, 1988; Zeki and Shipp, 1988; Merigan and Maunsell, 1993; Ungerleider and Haxby, 1994) . V2 thick and pale stripes segregate their outputs to dorsal and ventral stream areas, respectively (DeYoe and Van Essen, 1985; Shipp and Zeki, 1985) ; thus, rather than a common message, they may relay specialized information from V1 to downstream areas. Second, thick and pale stripes show distinct functional specialization, suggestive of distinct V1 inputs; for example, thick, but not pale, stripes show a map of retinal disparity (Chen et al., 2008) . Third, in primate V1, the area occupied by the CO blobs is small (20 -30%) (Purves and LaMantia, 1993; Solomon, 2002) compared with the interblob area. Projections from the interblob to the thick and pale stripes have not been previously analyzed quantitatively for spatial segregation, leaving unclear whether cells projecting to these two stripe types are spatially intermingled or segregated. Therefore, additional interblob specialization remains a possibility.
To test the hypothesis that pale and thick stripes receive segregated V1 inputs, here we have quantified the tangential and laminar distribution of cell label in V1 after injections of neuroanatomical tracers into different V2 stripe types, some of which were functionally identified using optical imaging. We find both laminar and tangential specialization in the origin of the V1 output pathways to V2. Although all stripe types receive dominant V1 inputs from layers 2/3 and weaker inputs from layer 4A, layer 4B contributes significant projections only to thick stripes and no projections to one set of pale stripes (pale medial ). Additionally, V1-to-V2 projections are segregated in the tangential domain, with thin stripes receiving projections from CO blobs, pale stripes from interblobs, and thick stripes from the blob/interblob border region, which we identify as a distinct V1 compartment. Double-labeling experiments additionally demonstrate that individual blob or interblob cells project predominantly to a single stripe type. These data support a quadripartite division of V1-to-V2 pathways.
Materials and Methods
To determine how many pathways to V2 leave V1, small injections of different retrograde neuroanatomical tracers were targeted to specific V2 stripes, identified in vivo using intrinsic signal optical imaging, or were made blindly into V2 of marmoset monkeys using stereotaxic coordinates. The tangential and laminar distribution of resulting cell label in V1 was analyzed quantitatively.
Animals. A total of 87 tracer injections were made in 19 adult marmosets, obtained from an in-house colony (many of these animals were also used for other unrelated projects), in accordance with protocols approved by the University of Utah Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and the British Home Office. Each animal received 3-10 tracer injections in dorsal area V2 of one hemisphere and, in some instances, 2-4 injections in the opposite hemisphere. Injections were targeted using stereotaxic coordinates, except in four cases in which the tracers were targeted to specific V2 stripes functionally identified in vivo using intrinsic signal optical imaging. Within the same hemisphere, we either injected different tracers or made two injections of the same tracer(s) spaced at least 5 mm apart, to ensure no overlap of the resulting labeled fields in V1. We never injected the same tracer in the two hemispheres of a single animal, to avoid labeling of callosal connections. Of 87 tracer injections, only those (n ϭ 28) that were clearly confined to a single V2 stripe type were included in the analysis, and 23 were analyzed quantitatively (the latter cases are listed in Tables 1 and 4 ). The remainder of the injections were rejected because they straddled stripes or areas adjacent to V2, did not result in detectable cell label in V1, or were located in an unidentifiable stripe. Some cases in which the injections were located cleanly in a single stripe were analyzed only qualitatively, and were not used for quantitative analysis, either because CO staining of the blobs was not optimal for image processing, or because the label was located in a nontangentially sectioned region at the posterior edge of V1. Of the 12 animals listed in Tables 1 and 4 , six were males and six were females.
We performed these experiments in the marmoset monkey (Callithrix jacchus, a diurnal New World simian) for two reasons. First, unlike in the macaque in which most of V2 is buried in the lunate sulcus, marmoset V2 lies on the exposed cortical surface, making it easily accessible for optical imaging and tracer injections. Second, the smooth cortex of the marmoset can be more easily unfolded and flattened before CO staining, allowing for reliable identification of the V2 stripes. Although these anatomical experiments are feasible in macaque, they are considerably more difficult and would require a larger number of injections to be discarded (Sincich and Horton, 2002) .
CO staining of tangential sections of marmoset V1 and V2 delineates the cortical layers and reveals the characteristic patterns (blobs and interblobs in V1, thin, thick, and pale stripes in V2) (see Fig. 6C ) seen in areas V1 and V2 of macaque and other New World primates (Rosa et al., 1997; Solomon, 2002; Jeffs et al., 2009a) . Anatomical (Lyon and Kaas, 2001; Solomon, 2002; Rosa et al., 2005; Palmer and Rosa, 2006; Jeffs et al., 2009a) , electrophysiological (Rosa and Schmid, 1995; Fritsches and Rosa, 1996; Sengpiel et al., 1996; Rosa and Elston, 1998; Rosa and Tweedale, 2000) , and optical imaging (Schiessl and McLoughlin, 2003; Roe et al., 2005; McLoughlin and Schiessl, 2006 ) studies of marmoset striate and extrastriate cortex have revealed geniculocortical and corticocortical connections, receptive field properties, and functional maps similar to those of macaque. Therefore, it is possible that the connectivity between V1 and V2 CO compartments in marmosets resembles that of macaques. However, differences between the two species are possible (see Discussion).
Surgical and tracer injection procedures. Animals were preanesthetized with ketamine (25 mg/kg, i.m.), intubated with an endotracheal tube, placed in a stereotaxic apparatus, and artificially ventilated. In animals that did not undergo optical imaging, anesthesia was maintained with isoflurane (0.5-2%) in a mixture of 1:1 oxygen and nitrous oxide, and surgery was performed as described in detail previously (Jeffs et al., 2009a) . The tracers injected are listed in Tables 1 and 4 . Cholera toxin B (CTB) [1% in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB), pH 6.0; low salt; List Biological Laboratories] and fluororuby (FR) (3000 and 10,000 MW mixed 1:1; 5% in 0.1 M PB saline, pH 7.3; Invitrogen) were delivered iontophoretically using positive current in 7 s on/off cycles for 8 -10 and 15 min, respectively. All other tracers were pressure injected using glass micropipettes (35-45 m tip diameter) and a picospritzer in the following concentrations and volumes: gold-conjugated CTB (CTBg) (List Biological Laboratories), 0.1% in distilled water, 30 -90 nl; CTB- CTB 555 , and CTB 647 , respectively; Invitrogen), 3% in distilled water, 15-40 nl; diamidino yellow (DY) (Sigma-Aldrich), 2% in distilled water, 15-45 nl; and fast blue (FB) (EMS-Chemie), 5% in distilled water, 15-45 nl. All tracers were delivered at a cortical depth of 800 m. These parameters typically yielded injection sites of ϳ350 -550 m in diameter. After the injections, animals were recovered from anesthesia and perfused, after 5-14 d, with saline for 2-3 min followed by 2% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for 5 min.
Optical imaging. Intrinsic signal optical imaging was used to identify V2 stripes containing orientation maps. Animals were anesthetized (sodium thiopental; 2 mg ⅐ kg Ϫ1 ⅐ h Ϫ1 ), paralyzed with vecuronium bromide (1 mg ⅐ kg Ϫ1 ⅐ h Ϫ1 ), and artificially ventilated. Depth of anesthesia was assessed continuously by monitoring end-tidal CO 2 , pulse oximetry, and electrocardiogram. A craniotomy and durotomy were performed to expose areas V1 and V2 and sealed with a stainless-steel chamber filled Figure 1 . Previously proposed schemes of projections from V1 to V2. A, The tripartite scheme proposed by Livingstone and Hubel in which layer 2/3 CO blobs project to thin stripes, layer 2/3 interblobs project to pale stripes, and cells in layer 4B project to thick stripes. These authors also proposed that these V1-to-V2 pathways subserve a tripartite division of color, form, and motion/depth information processing, as indicated. Others (DeYoe and Van Essen, 1985; Shipp and Zeki, 1985) then showed that the thick stripes project to MT (an area specialized in the processing of motion and stereopsis), and the thin and pale stripes to V4 (an area specialized in the processing of color and form). B, The bipartite scheme proposed by Sincich and Horton (2002) in which cells in layers 2/3, 4A (data not shown), 4B, and 5/6 (data not shown) within CO blobs project to thin stripes, and cells in layers 2/3, 4A, 4B, and 5/6 in the interblobs project to both pale and thick stripes.
with silicone oil and secured to the skull. A reference image of the cortical surface vasculature (see Fig. 6G ) was taken periodically under 546 nm illumination. This image was used later for analysis to remove vessel artifacts (Schiessl and McLoughlin, 2003) and to align the histological sections to the optical maps (as shown and described in Fig. 6G,H ) . Visual stimuli consisted of full-field, high-contrast (100%) achromatic drifting square-wave gratings of eight different orientations, with a spatial frequency of 0.5-1.0 cycles/deg, moving back and forth at 2.85 deg/s in directions perpendicular to the grating orientation. Imaging in response to these stimuli was performed under 720 nm monochromatic light; imaging and processing of the optical images were performed as detailed by McLoughlin and Schiessl (2006) . Tracer injections (CTB and FR) were made, as described above, in the imaged V2 region on the second day of the experiment, and the animals were kept under anesthesia for 2 additional days before perfusion. Perfusion was performed as for the nonimaged animals.
Histology. The visual cortex was unfolded, flattened, postfixed between glass-slides for 1-2 h, and frozen-sectioned tangentially at 40 m. In the optically imaged cases, to avoid major tissue distortions, which would compromise accurate alignment of the images with the histological sections, no unfolding was performed; rather, the cortex was flattened gently above the imaged region. Every third section was stained for CO and digitized before being silver reacted to reveal CTBg. The remaining sections were reacted to reveal the other injected tracers. Specifically, CTB, CTB 488 , and FR were revealed immunohistochemically as described previously (Angelucci et al., 1996; Jeffs et al., 2009a) . CTBg was revealed using silver intensification (Llewellyn-Smith et al., 1990) . Sections containing CTB 488 , CTB 555 , CTB 647 , FB, and DY were mounted immediately after sectioning and coverslipped using Gel Mount (Electron Microscopy Sciences).
Data analysis. Tracer injection sites in V2 and retrogradely labeled cells in V1 were plotted on live images of the tissue sections projected onto a computer monitor via a video camera. Label was plotted on all available sections (at least one in three) throughout the cortical thickness, using Neurolucida software (MicroBrightField). Fluorescent cells were plotted using 10 -20ϫ objectives, whereas CTBg and DAB-labeled cells were typically plotted under dark-field and bright-field illumination, respectively, using a 10ϫ objective. In cases in which the CTBg label was paler, or unspecific background staining was higher, cells were plotted at higher magnification (40ϫ). The effective tracer uptake zone for immunoreacted CTB, CTB 488 , and FR was defined as the region at the injection site in which no labeled cell bodies or fibers could be discerned (Ericson and Blomqvist, 1988; Luppi et al., 1990; Brandt and Apkarian, 1992; Angelucci et al., 1996) . For CTBg, it was defined as the dark core seen under dark-field microscopy (Llewellyn-Smith et al., 1990) . For CTB 488, 555, 647 , the tracer uptake zone was the dense core seen under fluorescence microscopy, in which no labeled cell bodies were visible, and for FB and DY, it was the region of tissue damage caused by the injected tracer (Condé, 1987) , visible under fluorescence illumination.
The laminar location of the injection sites and of V1 labeled cells was determined by aligning single section plots to adjacent CO-stained sections, using the radial blood vessel profiles, and by counterstaining all remaining sections for Nissl, after plotting cell label. Plots of cell label within a cortical layer were aligned using blood vessels and collapsed onto one plane. To determine the CO blob/interblob location of labeled cells, these composite layer-specific maps of label were aligned to the V1 CO blob map. To determine the areal and CO stripe location of the injection sites, CO staining was visualized and digitized at low magnification (1.25ϫ); typically three to six images of serial CO sections were overlaid by aligning the radial blood vessels and merged in Adobe Photoshop. We find that the stripe pattern is much clearer in these composite images than in any single CO section, in which the stripes can be incomplete. Composite injection sites were overlaid onto these CO images, and their areal and stripe location, cortical layers involved, and diameter (extent of longest axis) (see Tables 1, 4) were determined. Areas V1 and V2 were identified on these images primarily based on their distinct CO staining pattern [i.e., CO blobs in the V1 upper layers or uniform dark CO staining in V1 layer 4C (Horton and Hubel, 1981; Humphrey and Hendrickson, 1983 ) and CO stripes in V2 (Tootell et al., 1983) ]. Although our injection sites were typically located closer to the caudal than to the rostral border of V2, we also confirmed that the injections were restricted to V2, based on the laminar pattern of retrograde label in V1. Specifically, injections located just anterior to V2 resulted in dense label primarily in layers 4A/4B, and only very sparse label in layer 2/3 (Jeffs et al., 2009b; Rosa et al., 2009 ). This pattern was essentially reversed after injections confined to V2 (Jeffs et al., 2009a,b) .
Dark CO stripes were classified as thick (as opposed to thin) if they satisfied the following criteria: (1) they appeared thicker than the two adjacent dark stripes in CO staining, (2) tracer injections confined to these stripes produced label in area MT, and (3) they coincided with optically imaged regions having an orientation map, in cases in which optical imaging data were available. Alignment of the histological COstained sections with optical maps was performed as described in the legend to Figure 6 , G and H.
The relationship of V1-labeled cells to the CO blob compartments was quantified as described in Results.
Analysis of double-labeled cells. In four animals, paired injections of different tracers were made in adjacent stripe types (n ϭ 6 injection pairs) or in the same stripe type (n ϭ 3 injection pairs). The labeled fields resulting from each injection site were outlined, and their overlap area was measured and normalized to the area of the smallest labeled field; within the overlap area, the number of cells double labeled with both tracers was counted (see Table 3 ). To identify cells double labeled for CTBg and CTB 488 , the same tissue sections were first immunoreacted to reveal CTB 488 , and then silver-reacted for CTBg. The labeled cells were plotted under direct microscopic observation and bright-field illumination using a 64ϫ objective; cells were scored as double-labeled if they showed cytoplasmic brown DAB product (CTB 488 ) and black silver grains (CTBg) in the same focal plane (supplemental Fig. 1 A-D, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Cells double labeled with two different fluorescent tracers were analyzed and quantified using a confocal microscope. Specifically, each 40-m-thick tangential section containing different types of fluorescently labeled cells (DY, CTB 488 , CTB 555 , CTB 647 ) in V1 layer 2/3 was scanned at 5-8 m scanning depth increments, using an Olympus FV1000 inverted laser-scanning confocal microscope with a 20ϫ air objective; each section was scanned at each of the wavelengths needed to reveal each injected tracer. Two-dimensional stitched images of the label fields were generated for each color channel at each scanned depth, and images from different depths were aligned. Image files acquired at the confocal microscope were then imported into Neurolucida software, which allows rapid travel up and down the z-stack. The different types of labeled cells on these images were plotted using Neurolucida software. The opacity of the aligned color channel images were adjusted separately to identify cells that were excited by more than one channel of light (i.e., cells that were labeled with two or more fluorescent tracers) (supplemental Fig. 1 E-H, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). As each laserscanned focal plane was very narrow, we could be confident that a cell excited by two different wavelengths on an image at a single depth was indeed double labeled. Furthermore, by moving up and down the z-stack, we could identify each cell at several depths in real time, and only mark the cell once. Once all of the labeled cells in V1 had been plotted through the entire depth of a section, the percentages of double-labeled cells was determined within the overlap area of the fields labeled with the two different fluorescent dyes.
We also determined whether the percentage of double-labeled cells correlates with the area of overlap of the two labeled fields, and whether both correlate with the distance between injection sites. The interinjection distance was measured in a plane orthogonal to the elongation of the CO stripes, as the gap between the lateral border of the medial-most injection and the medial border of the lateral-most injection. We measured interinjection distance across CO stripes, because magnification factor varies more rapidly across than along CO stripes (Rosa et al., 1997) .
Analysis of the laminar distribution of labeled cells in V1. To quantify the laminar distribution of cell label in V1, the percentage of labeled cells in V1 layers 2/3, 4B, and 5/6 was calculated as described in Results. The density of labeled cells in layers 2/3 (D 2/3 ) and 4B (D 4B ) was measured as follows. In each tissue section within a cortical layer, kinked straight lines were drawn between the labeled cells at the outer edge of the labeled neuronal field. The area inside the resulting contour was measured and all labeled cells inside the contour were counted. The same procedure was repeated for each section within the same layer that contained labeled cells. We then summed the areas of all sections through a layer, to obtain the composite area of that layer. The density of labeled cells in that layer ( D) was then computed by dividing the total number of cells counted in the layer (across all sections) by that layer composite area. The density index (DI) for layer 2/3 was calculated as follows: DI 2/3 ϭ D 2/3 /(D 2/3 ϩ D 4B ); for layer 4B, it was DI 4B ϭ 1 Ϫ DI 2/3 .
Results
First, we describe the tangential distribution of cell label in V1 resulting from injections of neuroanatomical tracers into specific V2 CO stripes. The laminar distribution of V1 label is described next.
Tangential distribution of V1 cells projecting to V2
To quantify the tangential distribution of cell label in V1 resulting from injections in different V2 stripe types, we aligned composite layer-specific plots of V1 label to the CO blob map and determined the relationship of labeled cells to the CO blobs, as follows. Digitized images of CO blobs were processed using low-pass and equalization filters (Image Pro software) ( Fig. 2 A, B) . Blob centers were defined as the darkest spot within each blob, and the distance of each labeled cell to its nearest blob center was measured (Fig. 2C ). The blob centers assigned by the image analysis software were visually inspected for accuracy. For circular blobs that showed more than one peak of maximum density (this happened infrequently), we chose the one that was closest to the geometric center of the blob. For blobs that showed significant elongation, we marked several centers; the latter in most cases coincided with multiple peaks in CO density along the length of the elongated blob, having similar center-tocenter spacing as the surrounding tissue.
For each case, we also determined the average blob radius, by first segmenting out the darkest 33% of pixels across the grayscale image to outline the blobs [as in the studies by Boyd and Casagrande (1999) and Sincich and Horton (2005) ], and then measuring the distance to the blob center of several markers placed all around the outline of each blob (Fig. 2 D) . For each injection case, we determined the distribution of the cell distances to the nearest blob center, the median, mean, and SEM of this distribution, as well as the median and mean blob radius (Tables 1, 2 ). The mean blob radius across all cases measured 131.1 Ϯ 0.78 m. Although mean blob radius measured 120 -140 m for most cases, it could range between 109 and 151 m. This variability may reflect a real variation in blob size across cases or across regions of V1, or may result from nonlinear variations in CO intensity across cases. To distinguish between these possibilities, for each case we also measured the center-to-center blob distance (i.e., the distance of each blob center to its nearest blob center). We found that the latter was positively and significantly correlated with blob radius (r ϭ 0.67, Pearson's correlation) (supplemental Fig. 2 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), indicating that there exists genuine variation in blob size across animals and/or V1 regions.
The results of the tangential analysis are described below, grouped by V2 stripe type.
Thin stripe injections
Injections confined to V2 thin stripes (n ϭ 7) produced labeled cells primarily in layer 2/3 within the CO blobs of V1. A typical case (250) is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3A -C shows a CTBg injection site centered in, and confined to, a thin stripe. Resulting labeled cells in V1 layer 2/3 aligned preferentially with the CO blobs, but sparser label was also present in the interblobs (Fig.  3D ). In this layer, the median cell distance to the nearest blob center was 116 m; 64% of cells were located within 140 m of the blob center, which was the median blob radius for this case (Fig. 3E , Table 1 ), and only 12% of cells lay in the middle of the interblobs (i.e., 200 -250 m from the blob center). Sparse label was also seen in layers 4A and 4B. In other thin stripe injection cases, but not in this case, there was also sparse label in layer 5/6 (for a quantitative analysis of the laminar distribution of V1 label, see below). Quantification of the tangential distribution of cell label in layer 4B showed that, as in layer 2/3, labeled cells were mostly confined to the blobs (for the case in Fig. 3 , the median cell distance in 4B was 99.9 m). We did not quantify label in layer 4A, but labeled cells in this layer also appeared mostly confined to the blobs.
The other thin stripe injection cases (one additional case is shown in Fig. 8 F-J ) showed similar results [quantification was performed for five cases (i.e., cases in which label was located mostly on a plane tangential to the pial surface and the quality of CO staining was optimal for image analysis)] (Table 1) . Table 1 and Figure 7 , A and B, show the thin stripe population data (red bars) for the layer 2/3 label, and Figure 7C shows the population data for layer 4B label.
Pale stripe injections
Pale stripes in V2 are sandwiched between thin and thick stripes. Because previous studies suggested that there may be two func- A, An example CO map of marmoset V1. The region in the white box is shown filtered and magnified in C and D. B, Same CO map as in A after low-pass and equalization filtering. The region in the white box is shown at higher power in C and D. Scale bar applies to A and B. C, D, Higher-power images of the boxed region in B, showing two CO blobs. Yellow stars, Blob centers (darkest spot within each blob); red dots, labeled cells; red arrows, distance of each labeled cell to its nearest blob center; yellow outlines, blob borders (blobs were defined as the darkest 33% of pixels across the grayscale image); blue dots and arrows, markers placed on the blob borders, and their distance to the nearest blob center, respectively, used to determine the blob radius. Scale bar in D applies also to C.
tionally distinct pale stripe types, those located medially (pale med ) and those located laterally (pale lat ) to thick stripes (Roe and Injections confined to either type of V2 pale stripes (n ϭ 9, 4 in pale lat , 5 in pale med ) produced labeled cells primarily in layer 2/3 within the interblobs of V1. However, there was a difference in both the tangential and laminar distribution of label between the a Cases used for quantitative analyses in Figure 7 , A and C. b Cases used for quantitative analysis in Figure 7A . a N ϭ numbers of markers placed along blob borders to define blob radius (Fig. 2D ).
pale med and pale lat injection cases. In the tangential domain, after pale med stripe injections, the V1 label in layer 2/3 was more restricted to the middle of the interblobs than after pale lat injections. This is apparent when comparing the pale med injection case (282-l) shown in (Table 1 ).
Higher density of labeled cells in the middle of the interblobs after pale med as opposed to pale lat injections was observed for all pale stripe injections (we quantified four pale med and four pale lat injection cases) (Table 1) . In all cases, sparser label was also present in the blobs; however, unlike label resulting from pale lat injections, label resulting from pale med injections avoided the centers of blobs (Figs. 4 E, 8E, J; Table 1 ). In Population statistics (see below), we show that this difference between the pale stripes, albeit small, is statistically significant.
Differences between pale med and pale lat stripe injections were also observed in the laminar distribution of resulting V1 label. Specifically, both pale stripe types received projections predominantly from layer 2/3, and sparser (but significant) projections from layer 4A. However, only pale lat stripes received an additional small projection from layers 4B and 5/6. Labeled cells in layers 4A and 4B were in vertical register with those in layer 2/3, whereas cells in layer 5/6 showed no clear relationship with blobs or interblobs. The layer 2/3 population data on the tangential distribution of V1 label after pale lat (light green bars) and pale med (dark green bars) tracer injections are shown in Figure 7 , A and B, and in Table 1 ; the layer 4B population data are shown in Figure  7C . Quantitative data on the laminar distribution of V1 label are presented below in Results.
These results from tracer injections into pale stripes confirm and extend previous observations in macaque (Xiao and Felleman, 2004; Sincich et al., 2007) , by demonstrating, for the first time, two separate pathways from the V1 interblobs to the two pale stripes. 
Thick stripe injections
Injections confined to V2 thick stripes (n ϭ 9) produced labeled cells primarily in layers 2/3 and 4B within the "blob/interblob (B/I) border region" (i.e., within about Ϯ50 m of the blob borders). A typical case (274LH-l) is shown in Figure 5 . Here, an injection of FR centered in a thick stripe (Fig. 5A-C) produced labeled cells preferentially near the blob borders, and sparse label in the center of the blobs and interblobs (Fig. 5D ). In layer 2/3, the median blob radius for this case (136 m) essentially coincided with the median cell distance to the nearest blob center (141 m), and 60% of cells were located within Ϯ50 m of this radius. Outside the B/I border region, the majority of labeled cells (ϳ26%) were located within 100 m of the blob center. Sparser, but significant, label was also present in layer 4A, and very few labeled cells in layers 5/6. Label in layers 4A and 4B, but not in 5/6, was also preferentially located in the B/I border region. The other thick stripe injection cases (two of which are shown in Figs. 6 and 8 A-E, respectively) showed similar results (quantification was performed for six cases) ( Table 1 ). The population data for layer 2/3 and 4B label resulting from thick stripe injections are shown in Figure 7A -C (blue bars), respectively.
Because cell label inside the CO blobs has typically been associated with tracer injections into thin stripes, it was important to assure that in our analysis of thick stripe injections we included only data from definitive thick stripes. We are confident that our results were not attributable to the tracer injection sites having involved both thick and thin stripes, as we only analyzed injection cases that were clearly confined to a single thick stripe (as demonstrated in Figs. 5C, 6C, and 8C ). In addition, stripes were classified as thick only if they met the following two requirements. First, they appeared thicker in CO staining and were sandwiched between two thinner dark stripes (Figs. 5C, 6C, 8C) . Second, tracer injections in these stripes produced label in area MT (Fig.  6C) , which in other primate species is known to be connected with the V2 thick, but not thin stripes [e.g., in macaque (DeYoe and Van Essen, 1985; Shipp and Zeki, 1985) ]. In addition, using intrinsic signal optical imaging, we confirmed in two cases (M and S) ( Table 1) that the tracer-injected thick stripes coincided with regions having an orientation map (one such case, M, is shown in Fig. 6 ). Optical imaging studies of area V2 in macaque (Malach et al., 1994; Lu and Roe, 2008) and New World primates (Xu et al., 2004) , including marmosets (Roe et al., 2005) , have previously demonstrated orientation maps in the thick, but not thin, CO stripes (Vanduffel et al., 2002) . Like other thick stripe injections, V1 label resulting from thick stripe injections in these two optically imaged cases showed a similar preferential distribution within the B/I border region (Fig. 6 D, I , Table 1 ). For example, in the case shown in Figure  6 , the median cell distance from the nearest blob center (129 m) coincided with the median blob radius (128 m).
In conclusion, we are confident that our tracer injections into CO stripes that were classified as thick indeed involved V2 stripes corresponding histochemically, anatomically, and physiologically to the thick stripes of other Old and New World primates. Figure 7A and Table 1 summarize our population data on the tangential distribution of layer 2/3 V1 cells projecting to each V2 stripe type. The distance measurements of all labeled cells were pooled into four groups based on the stripe location of the respective tracer injections. A fifth group consisted of distance measurements for all the markers placed along the blob borders used to determine the blob radius (Fig. 2 D) , pooled across all cases. Figure 7B and Table 2 show the mean distance of labeled cells to the nearest blob center, and the 95% confidence interval, for each single case and for each stripe group, as well as the mean blob radius for each case and for the whole population. Inspection of Figure 7B reveals a systematic tangential organization of V1 outputs to different stripe types: those to the thin stripes arising closest to the blob center, and those to the thick and pale stripes arising progressively farther from blob centers. Specifically, the mean cell distance to the nearest blob center for the population of thin (118 m) and thick (147 m) stripe injections fell just inside and just outside, respectively, of the mean blob radius for the population (131 m). Instead, the mean cell distance for the pale stripes fell well outside the mean blob radius, with the population mean for the pale med stripes (183 m) falling closer to the middle of the interblob than the population mean for the pale lat stripes (168 m). The mean distance for each stripe group was highly significantly different from the mean distance of each other stripe group, and from the mean blob radius for the population ( p ϭ 0.000, one-way ANOVA contrasts). More importantly, the 95% confidence interval for each group was very small (ϳ2-3 m) (Table 2, Fig. 7B ) and showed no overlap with that of any other group. Instead, within each group, the mean cell distance was more uniformly distributed, and the confidence intervals generally overlapped. However, statistically significant differences were found between the extremes within a group (the asterisks in Fig. 7B mark the cases that were significantly different from at least one other case within the same group), but gen- erally not between extremes across groups (with the exception of case M). The latter observation suggests additional heterogeneity in the spatial organization of V1 outputs to the same stripe type. Alternatively, some injections may have simply been more restricted to a stripe center than other injections, although visual inspection of our tracer injection sites did not appear to support this interpretation.
Population statistics
The tangential distribution of the population of layer 4B cells labeled by injections in different V2 stripe types resembled that of the layer 2/3 population (Fig. 7C) . There was no statistically sig- Figure 6 . V2 thick stripes receiving projections from B/I border regions are connected with MT and coincide with optically imaged V2 regions having an orientation map (case M). A, Dark-field image of a CTB injection site (blue, uptake zone outline). B, The uptake zone outline from A is shown superimposed to a bright-field image of an adjacent CO-stained section. C, Lower-power image and wider field of view of the same section as in B, showing the CO stripes in V2, the CO blobs and interblobs in V1, and extrastriate cortical areas rostral to V2, including portions of area MT. Blue dots in MT, Plots of cells retrogradely labeled from the CTB injection shown in A-C. The area inside the yellow box corresponds to the optically imaged region (F ) and is shown at higher magnification in E. D, Plots of labeled V1 cells (blue dots) in layers 2/3 resulting from the CTB injection in A-C are shown superimposed to a filtered image of the CO blobs. E, Higher magnification of the region inside the yellow box in C. The solid white contour delineates the V1-V2 border; dashed white and black contours outline a thin and two thick stripes, respectively; blue contour, outline of the CTB uptake zone from A. F, The outlines of the V2 CO stripes and of the CTB uptake zone, and the position of the V1-V2 border from E are superimposed to a differential orientation map, generated by subtracting single condition maps in response to stimuli of 90 and 0°orientation. Orientation responsive domains are seen in both V2 thick and pale, but not thin, stripes, as well as in V1. Note that the CTB injection site is in a V2 stripe containing an orientation map. G, Overlay of CO-stained sections with the optical maps was achieved by aligning the drawing of the surface vasculature from the most superficial histological section (red outlines) to the reference image of the vasculature taken during optical imaging. Dashed box, Imaged region. H, Higher magnification of part of the image shown in G, demonstrating the high-precision alignment that was achieved. Blue ovals, Radial blood vessels from a deeper tissue section aligned to the radial vessels (red ovals) in the most superficial section. I, Distribution of the distance of the V1-labeled cells to the nearest blob center. Blue arrow, Median cell distance. nificant difference within each stripe group between the labeled cells mean distance in layers 2/3 versus 4B ( p ϭ 0.568, 0.447, and 0.785 for the thin, thick, and pale lat stripe groups, respectively; one-way ANOVA contrasts). This indicates columnar arrangement of V1 cells in layers 2/3 and 4B projecting to the same V2 stripe type.
Paired tracer injections: double-labeling studies
The results in Figure 7B suggest three segregated pathways from V1 to the thin, thick, and pale stripes, and support our hypothesis that the interblob region is partitioned into two specialized compartments projecting preferentially to the pale or thick stripes. However, results in Figure 7A also indicate lack of strict segregation, as V1 output cells to each stripe type could reside at any distance from blob centers (i.e., both inside and outside blobs). To determine whether different stripe types receive projections from distinct V1 neuronal populations, we performed double-labeling studies. Paired injections of two different tracers were made into two adjacent stripe types (n ϭ 6 injection pairs) or in the same stripe type (n ϭ 3 injection pairs). The area of overlap between the two resulting labeled fields was measured, and the number of double-labeled cells was counted within this area (Table 3) (see Materials and Methods). In one animal (case 308-m), five different tracer injections involved a full stripe cycle: two injections in the same thick stripe, two in the nearest thin stripe, and one in the intervening pale lat stripe (injection sites for this case are shown in supplemental Fig. 3 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In three additional animals, pairs of different tracer injections involved either adjacent thick and pale lat stripes (case 260-m) (Fig. 8 A-C) , or adjacent thin and pale lat stripes (case 274-m) (Fig. 8 F-H ) , or the same pale med stripe (case 293) (supplemental Fig. 4 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Figure 8 D shows the neuronal labeled fields produced by the CTBg (blue outline) and CTB 488 (green outline) thick-pale lat injection pair (Fig. 8 A-C) in case 260-m. The neuronal labeled fields resulting from these two injections occupied mostly the same V1 region (78% of the CTB 488 -labeled field overlapped with the CTBg-labeled field) (Table 3) . Within this overlap region, the two cell populations appeared to retain the characteristic distance from the nearest blob center that we had observed after single stripe injections (i.e., cells labeled from the pale stripe injection lay closer to the middle of the interblobs than those labeled from the thick stripe injection) (Fig. 8 D, E , Table  1 ). In this case, however, the two distributions showed somewhat more overlap than seen after other thick and pale stripe injections listed in Table 1 . Despite the greater overlap in the distributions of cell distances in this case, of 1910 total labeled cells (760 CTBg-labeled, 1034 CTB 488 -labeled, and 116 double labeled for both tracers), only 6% were double labeled (Fig. 8 D, purple dots). To compare our results with those of a previous similar study in macaque (Sincich and Horton, 2002) , and because the number of cells labeled by each tracer differed, we also determined the percentage of double-labeled cells out of the total number of cells labeled by only one tracer (the one producing the smallest number of labeled cells) ( Table 3 , right column). Using this criterion, in case 260-m we found that, of 876 CTBg-labeled cells, 13% were double labeled for both CTBg and CTB 488 . The other case of injection pairs in adjacent thick and pale lat stripes (case 308-m) produced a similar percentage of double-labeled cells, despite the fact that the two injection sites were farther apart in V2, and the resulting neuronal fields labeled by each tracer were less overlapped (Table 3 ). These results demonstrate mostly segregated populations of output neurons from V1 to the V2 thick and pale stripes.
Paired injections of different tracers in adjacent thin and pale lat stripes (n ϭ 3 injection pairs) (Table 3 ) also demonstrated segre- Table 1 ). Median values in B are as follows: 108.5 m (thin), 148.1 m (thick), 176.4 m (pale lat ); there were no labeled cells in layer 4B after pale med injections. B, Mean cell distance to the nearest blob center for each case (case number is indicated on the y-axis) used in the histogram in A, and for each stripe group (bars with thick outline). Black bar, Mean blob radius for the population. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals for the mean. The asterisks mark cases that were significantly different from at least one other case within the same stripe group. gated pathways from V1 to these two V2 stripe types. One example case (274-m) is shown in Figure 8 F-J. In this case, the two injection sites lay near each other, on either side of a thin-pale stripe border (Fig. 8 F-H ) and resulted in 89% overlap between the two single-labeled fields (Table 3 ). Yet, within the overlap region, cells labeled from the thin stripe injection were found preferentially in the blobs, whereas those labeled from the pale stripe injection lay preferentially in the middle of the interblobs (Fig. 8 I, J ) , and only 3% of the total labeled V1 cells (or 13% of CTBg-labeled cells) were double-labeled (Fig. 8 I , purple dots; Table 3 ). The other two cases of injection pairs in adjacent thin and pale stripes produced similar percentage of double-labeled cells, despite significant differences in the proximity of the two injection sites and resulting overlap in the labeled fields (Table 3 ).
In contrast, control paired injections delivered to the same stripe type (n ϭ 3) (Table 3 ) resulted in a substantially higher percentage of double-labeled cells (i.e., up to 20% of the total number of labeled cells, or up to 83% of cells labeled with only one tracer), depending on the interinjection distance. For the population of paired injections in the same stripe type, the percentage of double-labeled cells was highly correlated with both interinjection distance (r ϭ Ϫ0.988; Pearson's correlation) and percentage overlap between labeled fields (r ϭ 0.997) (Fig. 9 A, B,  squares) . This indicates that, within the overlap region, a large proportion of cells projected to both injection sites and that this proportion increased with increasing overlap area. The latter, however, decreased with increasing distance between the injection sites (r ϭ Ϫ0.997) (Fig. 9C, squares) , as predicted by the known retinotopic organization of feedforward V1-to-V2 projections (Salin and Bullier, 1995) . In contrast, this was not the case for our control cases (i.e., paired injections in the same stripe types). For these injection cases, despite the fact that closer injection sites produced larger overlap between the single-labeled fields (r ϭ Ϫ0.77) (Fig. 9C, dots) , there was no correlation between percentage of double-labeled cells and either percentage of label overlap (r ϭ 0.166), or interinjection distance (r ϭ Ϫ0.315) (Fig. 9 A, B, dots) . This indicates that, even within mostly overlapped labeled fields (up to 94% overlap), individual cells projected to only one or the other stripe type. Based on the results above on the tangential distribution of label produced by injections in different stripe types, we know this resulted from the fact that, within the overlap area, cells projecting to different stripe types occupy mostly different CO compartments in V1. In contrast, within the overlap area, cells projecting to the same stripe type occupy mostly the same V1 compartments. In supplemental Figures 4 and 5 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), we show the injection sites and resulting label, respectively, for one control case in which both injections were located in the same pale med stripe (case 293). In supplemental Figure 5 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), note the precise overlap of label produced by the two tracer injections.
Laminar distribution of V1 cells projecting to V2
All V2 stripe types, except for the pale med stripes, received projections from V1 layers 2/3, 4A, and 4B (Fig. 10) . Layer 4A sent significant projections to thick and both pale stripes, and a sparse projection to thin stripes. Layers 5/6 sent small projections to thin and pale lat stripes, and little or no projections to thick and pale med stripes, respectively (supplemental Table 1 , available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Pale med stripes received projections exclusively from layers 2/3 and 4A (Fig. 10 I, K,L) . We quantified the relative contribution of V1 layers 2/3 and 4B to each pathway (Table 4) . Because layer 4A is very thin, and because in many cases only one in every third section was reacted to reveal any injected tracer, we often had only a single section per case showing any label in 4A. Therefore, we did not quantify the label in 4A, as we could have easily missed the section(s) with the densest label in this layer. In a smaller number of cases, we also quantified the sparse label in layers 5/6 (supplemental Table 1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Laminar boundaries were determined using CO or Nissl staining on the same sections in which labeled cells were plotted. We counted labeled cells on a full series of sections through layers 2/3 and 4B, and determined the percentage of labeled cells in each layer out of the summed number of layer 2/3 and 4B labeled cells (Fig. 11 A) . In addition, because layer 4B is much thinner than layers 2/3, we also calculated the density of label in each layer (see Materials and Methods) and normalized it to the sum of the densities of the two layers, to obtain a DI (Fig. 11 B) . A DI of 1 for a layer indicates that all labeled cells were in that layer.
We found that, although all stripe types receive the heaviest projection from layer 2/3, the contribution of layer 4B varies with stripe type. Specifically, thick stripes received the heaviest projection from layer 4B, provided that the tracer injection site in V2 involved the infragranular layers (Fig. 10 I, J,L) (one additional thick stripe injection case is shown in supplemental Figs. 4 A, D ,E, 7 A, B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The mean percentage of labeled cells in 4B after thick stripe injections (n ϭ 5) was 24.4%, and the mean DI equaled 0.41 (Fig.  11, Table 4 ). In comparison, the thin (Fig. 10 A-D) and pale lat (Fig. 10 E-H ) stripes received a much smaller projection from layer 4B, with mean percentages of labeled cells in this layer of 4.3% (n ϭ 3) and 9% (n ϭ 3), respectively, and mean DIs of ϳ0.2 (Fig. 11, Table 4 ). Injections in pale med stripes (n ϭ 5) produced essentially no label in layer 4B (Fig. 10 I, K We noticed that tracer injections that did not involve the V2 infragranular layers (cases 260-l CTB 488 , 260-l CTBg, 260-m CTB 488 , and 271-m CTBg) (Tables 1, 4) resulted in smaller numbers of labeled cells in layer 4B, especially after thick stripe injections. For example, case 271-m CTBg (Table 1) showed only a few scattered cells in 4B, and the two thick stripe injections involving only layers 1-4 (Table 4) showed amounts of layer 4B label comparable with those seen after pale or thin stripe injections. Our interpretation of this finding is that there must be projections from V1 layer 4B to the infragranular layers of V2, which are heaviest to the thick stripes. In one thick stripe case (274LH-l) (Table 4) , the tracer injection involved only layers 1-3B, but the relative proportion of resulting label in layers 2/3 vs 4B resembled that seen after deep layer injections. Although it is difficult to generalize based on one case, one possibility is that layers 2/3 and 4B of V1 contribute equal projections to V2 layers 2/3. Importantly, all of our pale med stripe injections, which did not produce layer 4B label, involved the V2 infragranular layers. Our counts of labeled cells in layers 5/6 of V1 demonstrated 2.5 and 4.5% of labeled cells in these layers after injections in pale lat and thin stripes, respectively, but only when the injection sites involved V2 layer 6. More superficial injections in these stripe types resulted in no labeled cells in V1 layer 5/6, indicating a V1 layer 5/6 to V2 layer 6 projection. In contrast, thick or pale med stripe injections involving all layers produced little or no labeled V1 layer 5/6 cells (supplemental Table 1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Figure 11 and Table 4 summarize our population data on the distribution of cells in V1 layers 2/3 versus 4B labeled by tracer injections in each V2 stripe type. The DIs for cases that were quantified were grouped by injected stripe type, and ANOVA contrasts were performed between the groups. The mean DI for each stripe group was significantly different from the mean DI of each other stripe group ( p Ͻ 0.006), with the exception of thin and pale lat stripes that did not differ from each other ( p ϭ 0.665).
Population statistics
These results demonstrate laminar specialization in the V1 output pathways to the V2 stripes.
Discussion
Our findings recast the V1-to-V2 pathway. Previous studies proposed a tripartite division of this pathway, with each V2 stripe receiving projections from a singleV1 layer: layer 2/3 blobs to thin stripes, layer 2/3 interblobs to pale stripes, and layer 4B to thick stripes Hubel, 1984, 1987) . These pathways were thought to maintain beyond V1 the segregation of konio, parvo, and magno geniculocortical channels (Fig. 1 A) . However, it was later shown that considerable mixing of these three channels occurs within V1 (for review, see Callaway, 2003; Casagrande and Xu, 2003) and that all V2 stripes receive projections from the same V1 layers (2/3, 4A, 4B, 5/6), according to a bipartite scheme: blob columns to thin stripes, and interblob columns to pale and thick stripes (Sincich and Horton, 2002) (Fig. 1 B) . These new findings challenged parallel processing models of the visual system, suggesting richer intermingling of information beyond V1 and V2. We now show that there are both laminar specialization and tangential segregation in the origin of the V1 output pathways to the V2 stripes, and propose a quadripartite division of the V1-to-V2 pathway (Fig. 12) .
We found that, although all stripes receive projections from layers 2/3 and 4A, layer 4B contributes heavy projections to thick stripes, weak projections to thin and pale lat stripes, and no projections to pale med stripes. These laminar differences likely reflect different combinations of magno, parvo, and konio LGN inputs within each V1 output pathway. In particular, the dominant layer 2/3 projection from the interblob to the pale med stripes, and the lack of 4B input to this stripe type, suggest a dominant parvo channel (Yabuta and Callaway, 1998b) . Additional studies are needed to determine the downstream areal targets of the pale med versus pale lat stripes, since previous studies on the connectivity of the V2 stripes did not distinguish between the two sets of pale stripes. These laminar differences in the V1 projections to different V2 stripes were not previously appreciated, likely because previous studies did not quantify the laminar distribution of V1 cells labeled from tracer injections in single stripe types.
A second novel finding of this study is that the V1 interblob region is partitioned into two spatially segregated compartments, one projecting preferentially to the pale stripes, the other to the thick stripes. In particular, our results point at the blob/interblob border region as a novel V1 compartment projecting preferentially to the thick stripes.
Could the segregation of cell label in the middle of the interblob or at the B/I border, after injections in pale or thick stripes, respectively, instead reflect confinement of injection sites to specific V2 orientation-preference domains? This is unlikely for the Fig. 8 F-H ) . G, Higher-power CO image of the area inside the white box in E. Scale bar under G is valid for F and G. H, A deeper tissue section through V1 layers 2/3-4B, stained for Nissl. The location of CTB 488 -labeled cells in the same section is indicated by green dots. Scale bar under H is valid for E and H. The arrowheads in E-H point at same blood vessels. I, Case 271-m (thick stripe injection) and 271-l (pale med stripe injection). Injection sites for this case are shown in supplemental Figure 6 (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Plots of CTB 488 -labeled cells (blue dots) and CTBg-labeled cells (green dots) from a single section through V1 layers 2/3 resulting from a CTB 488 injection in a thick stripe and a CTBg injection in a pale med stripe, respectively, are superimposed to an adjacent CO-stained section through layers 2/3. J, Higher power, bright-field image of CTB 488 -labeled cells (brown) in the section in which cells were plotted, corresponding to the area inside the black box in I. K, Higher power, dark-field image of the section in which CTBg-labeled cells (white) were plotted, corresponding to the area inside the white box in I. L, A deeper tissue section through V1 layers 1-4B immunoreacted for CTB 488 , silver-reacted for CTBg, and counterstained for Nissl. Dense CTB 488 label is visible in layer 4B, but no CTBg label was present in this layer. The black arrowheads point at same blood vessels in I, J, and L, whereas the white arrowheads point at same blood vessels (a different, more lateral set) in I, K, and L. M, Medial; P, posterior.
following reasons. First, we and others (Xu et al., 2007; Lu and Roe, 2008) did not observe any bias in the distribution of orientation domains in the interblobs, and both the pale and thick stripes represent a full set of orientations (Fig. 6 F) . Second, even if such a bias existed, it is highly unlikely that in different cases we injected the same orientation preference domains in the same stripe type. In fact, in Figure 6 F, the injection site, which extended 1 mm along the stripe length, involved a full cycle of Table 4 ). TK, TN, P lat , P med , Thick, thin, pale lat , and pale med stripes, respectively.
Figure 12.
A quadripartite scheme of projections from V1 to V2. Our proposed model of the pathways from V1 to V2, based on the present study. Each pathway is represented by arrows of different colors, with darker colors indicating inputs from V1 layers 2/3, and lighter colors those from layer 4B. Inputs from layers 4A and 5/6 are omitted for purposes of illustration. The arrow thickness indicates the relative density of projections from layers 2/3 versus 4B. CO blob columns (i.e., cells in layers 2/3, predominantly, and less so in layers 4A, 4B, and 5/6) project to thin stripes (red arrows). Blob/interblob border columns (predominantly from cells in layers 2/3 and 4B, and less so from 4A and 5/6) project to thick stripes (blue arrows). Interblob columns (predominantly from layers 2/3, less so from 4A-B and 5/6) project to pale lat stripes (light green arrows). Layer 2/3-4A interblobs project to the pale med stripes (dark green arrow). a Cases used for quantitative analysis in Figure 11 . b Along versus across stripe. c Available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material.
orientations within the injected V2 thick stripe; yet resulting label in V1 was patchy and densest within the B/I border region (Fig.  6 D, I ). We conclude that the interblob region is indeed partitioned into two compartments. Could this be a species-specific trait of the marmoset? Although this is a possibility, published data in macaque appear qualitatively consistent with our findings, albeit this was not appreciated by previous authors. For example, Figure 3 in the study by Sincich and Horton (2002) shows an injection of CTBg in a pale stripe next to a WGA (wheat germ agglutinin)-HRP injection in an adjacent thick stripe; patches of labeled cells in V1 arising from the two injections appear mostly interleaved, those from the pale stripe injection predominating in the interblobs and those from the thick stripe injection predominating around blob borders and inside the outer rim of blobs. Previous anatomical studies in macaque have also suggested that the B/I border region may be distinct from the blob and interblob compartments. Yabuta and Callaway (1998b) described a population of cells in midlayer 4C, with somata in 4C␤ but dendrites extending also in lower 4C␣, which project preferentially to the B/I border region in layer 3B. Recent studies have identified a population of highly direction-selective cells in midlayer 4C and in 3B Snodderly, 2007, 2008) , raising the possibility that this mid-4C-to-3B pathway provides the B/I border region, and therefore the V2 thick stripes, with high direction selectivity. In a different study, Yabuta and Callaway (1998a) described a population of pyramidal cells in macaque V1 layers 2/3, lacking long-range patchy horizontal connections, whose somata were characteristically located at 130 -200 m from blob centers; these cells, like the V1 output cells to the V2 thick stripes in our study, disregarded the blob border and could reside inside or outside blobs. One possibility is that the V1 cells projecting to the thick stripes are these same cells lacking intra-V1 horizontal connections in macaque.
Despite many similarities between the marmoset and macaque visual pathways, there also exist differences. Therefore, we have to allow for the possibility that the organization of V1-to-V2 pathways differs in these two primate species. For example, all male and some female marmosets have dichromatic color vision (Travis et al., 1988; Jacobs et al., 1996) , which could influence the connectivity of color-processing centers. However, available anatomical and neurochemical studies of the early visual pathway have shown no differences between marmoset dichromats and marmoset trichromats (Ghosh et al., 1996; Wilder et al., 1996; Goodchild and Martin, 1998; Chan et al., 2001; Solomon, 2002) or other diurnal primates (Solomon, 2002) . This suggests that the color vision phenotype does not influence the fundamental anatomical organization of the early visual pathway and that the pathways for color vision are not devoted exclusively to the processing of color information (Blessing et al., 2004) . However, there have been previous reports of differences between primate species in the connectivity of layer 4C␣ (magno) and 4C␤ (parvo) with blobs versus interblobs, which could affect the relationships between V1 blobs/interblobs and V2 stripes (Boyd et al., 2000) . Notably, however, these differences were observed between nocturnal and diurnal primates, and the marmoset, like the macaque is a diurnal primate.
There has been some debate regarding the degree of segregation of the CO blob-to-thin stripe pathway. Xiao and Felleman (2004) found predominant layer 2/3 label in interblobs after pale stripe injections, but an equal number of cells in blobs and interblobs (albeit higher density within blobs) after thin stripe injections. Instead, Sincich and Horton (2005) found strict segregation of the blob-to-thin stripe pathway, with 80% of labeled cells residing in blobs after tracer injections in thin stripes, and Ͻ1% of double-labeled cells after paired injections of different tracers in adjacent thin and pale stripes. In our study, similar to Sincich and Horton (2005) , we find larger percentages of labeled cells in blobs after thin stripe injections. However, consistent with Xiao and Felleman (2004) , we do not find strict segregation, as at most 66% of labeled cells were inside blobs after thin stripe injections. The strict segregation of cell label to blobs found by Sincich and Horton (2005) may be attributable to their exclusion of injection sites (9 of 17) that, although confined to a thin stripe, did not reside in the stripe center. Instead, we included all injections that were clearly confined to a stripe type, regardless of their location within the stripe. In general, our results suggest a quadripartite division of pathways from V1 to V2, but also speak against strict spatial segregation of these pathways. Although projections to each V2 stripe arose predominantly from a single V1 compartment, all V1 compartments contributed at least some projections to all V2 stripes. It is possible that the predominant input to a given stripe from a specific V1 compartment reflects the need to maintain clustering within different V2 stripes of stimulus features that are similarly clustered within different V1 compartments [e.g., color or low spatial frequency in the blobs and thin stripes (Landisman and Ts'o, 2002; Xiao et al., 2003 Xiao et al., , 2007 Tootell et al., 2004) ]. However, inputs to any given stripe from all V1 compartments may be needed to segregate and map within single V2 stripe types stimulus features [e.g., binocular retinal disparity in thick stripes (Chen et al., 2008) ] that, instead, are not clustered within single V1 compartments (Kara and Boyd, 2009 ). However, the scarcity of double-labeled cells (up to 8 or 16%, depending on the reference population used to calculate the percentage) ( Table 3 ) that we found after paired injections of different tracers in adjacent stripe types indicates that most V1 cells, regardless of their V1 compartment location, project to only a single stripe type. This suggests that thin, thick, and pale stripes receive distinct messages from V1. Sincich and Horton (2002) previously reported 16% of double-labeled cells (or 33%, depending on reference population), after injections of different tracers in adjacent pale and thick stripes in macaque. Note, however, that their injection sites were considerably larger than in our study and encompassed more than a single stripe.
Although it is the task of future research to elucidate the function of our proposed four V1-to-V2 pathways, our results provide a new foundation for parallel processing models of the visual system.
